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Summary

Enlargement of the European Union in 2004 significantly increased the diversity 
of industrial relations among the countries of the EU. In comparison with the coun-
tries of  the former EU-15, the new Member States in Central and Eastern Europe 
(CEE) were characterized by weaker trade unions, faster decline in  union densi-
ty, lower coverage of  collective bargaining and their greater decentralization, and by 
the  lack of  statutory forms of  information and consultation of  employees at compa-
ny level. The  main aim of  this paper is  to examine the  impact of  the economic cri-
sis on  institutions shaping industrial relations in  the CEE countries during the  pe-
riod 2008–2014. 

This article will answer the question if the crisis has accelerated the convergence 
of  industrial relations, or even the  opposite — further deepened the  existing differ-
ences and what the responses of social partners on the crisis were. The paper uses the-
oretical and conceptual analysis methods based on  a  survey of  literature and statis-
tics (especially from ICTWSS data base and EU-linked sources such as  ETUI and 
EIRO).
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introDUction

The accession of  new countries of  Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) 
to  EU in  2004 and 2007, significantly increased the  heterogeneity of  indus-
trial relations in the Union. Historically, industrial relations in most countries 
of the former EU-15 were based on strong social partners, jointly established 
wages at sectoral or higher level, statutory forms of  information and consul-
tation of employees, institutionalized practice of tripartite dialogue1. It should 
be noted, however, that for years processes of  decentralization of  collective 
agreements and declining unionization take place in  labour relations.

On the other hand, the basic features of  industrial relations in  the CEE 
countries were weaker organisation of  trade unions and employers, the  ab-
sence of sectoral collective agreements and low bargaining coverage. Moreover, 
industrial relations in  these countries during accession to  the EU were char-
acterized by weak institutions of  employee participation and were more like 
the  Anglo-Saxon model rather than the  Continental European model2. 
The main aim of  this paper is  to investigate the  impact of  the economic cri-
sis on social partners and institutions shaping industrial relations in the CEE.

1. the cUrrent state of knoWleDge anD the MethoDologY  
of research

Debates on  industrial relations convergence in  the EU have been un-
dertaken in  literature for many years. One of  the first publication regard-
ing this important topic was European Integration and Industrial Relations by 
Marginson and Sisson3. The authors noticed the emergence of “multi-level in-
dustrial relations framework” which resulted from EU enlargement. In  turn, 
Kohl and Platzer4 in  their publication offer a  comparative study of  industri-
al relations in Central and Eastern Europe, raising issues of adjustment of la-
bour relations in new EU Member States to those in the former EU-15 and 

 1 European Commission, Industrial Relations in Europe 2012, Luxembourg 2012, p. 75.
 2 L. Funk, H. Lesch, Industrial Relations in  Central and Eastern Europe, “Intereconomics”, 
Vol. 39, No. 5/2004, pp. 262–270.
 3 P. Marginson, K. Sisson, European Integration and Industrial Relations, Palgrave MacMillan, 
New York 2004.
 4 H. Kohl, H.W. Platzer, Industrial Relations in Central and Eastern Europe. Transformation 
and Integration. A Comparison of  the Eight New EU Member States, ETUI, Brussels 2004.
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the  question of  Europeanization of  these relations. Fetzer5 indicated three 
mechanisms of Europeanization which influence the development of employ-
ee participation and changes in industrial relations in the EU countries. These 
are: direct institutional effect of EU directives, the  impact of EU regulations 
on  the strategies and power positions of  social partners, and impact on  their 
attitude towards participation. Economic crisis was additional factor influenc-
ing the changes of  industrial relations in CEE countries. In 2013, the report 
examining the  impact of  global crisis on  industrial relations in  EU Member 
States and Norway was published6. This report analyzes the  impact on  so-
cial partners, processes and outcomes of national relations systems from 2008 
to mid 2012. 

The emphasis in  the article is  placed on  the basic elements forming in-
dustrial relations, i.e., trade unions, non-union forms of  employee represen-
tation, employers’ organizations, the  state, collective bargaining, and industri-
al conflicts. To achieve the  objective of  the article, the  author identifies and 
compares the  trade union density, employer organization rate, collective bar-
gaining coverage, and level of  bargaining. This article will answer the  ques-
tion if the crisis has accelerated the convergence of industrial relations, or even 
the  opposite — further deepened the  existing differences between the  CEE 
countries and old EU Member States. 

This article uses theoretical and conceptual analysis methods based 
on  a  survey of  literature and statistics (especially from ICTWSS data 
base and EU-linked sources such as  ETUI and EIRO). The  Institutional 
Characteristics of  Trade Unions, Wage Setting, State Intervention and 
Social Pacts (ICTWSS) database contains annual data for all OECD, and 
EU Member State from 1960 till 2011. The  data is  based on  various sourc-
es, including inter alia European Industrial Relations Observatory (EIRO), 
the  OECD, ILO and the  European Commission reports7. In  November 
2015, a  new version of  ICTWSS data base that contained data from 1960 
till 2014 was published8. Moreover, individual country profiles of Eurofound 
were used in this article as well as Industrial Relations in Europe reports from 
the period 2012–2015. 

 5 T. Fetzer, The Europeanization of Employee Participation: Britain and Germany in Historical 
and Contemporary Perspective, “Economic and Industrial Democracy”, Vol.  31, No.  4/2010, 
p. 3–8.
 6 European Foundation for the  Improvement of  Living and Working Conditions, Impact 
of  the Crisis on Industrial Relations, Dublin 2013.
 7 Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Labour Studies, ICTWSS database, http://www.uva-
aias.net/208 (22.04.2016)
 8 Ibidem.
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2. the research process anD the resUlts of research 

The first part of  the article examines industrial relations in  CEE before 
the  crisis, presenting a  clear gap in  this area between the  new and old EU 
countries using the  following indicators: trade union density, employers’ or-
ganisation rate, collective bargaining coverage and level, and rights of employ-
ees at company level. The analysis begins with the presentation of three types 
of  industrial relations distinguished among the group of CEE countries. 

The second part of the article analyzes the changes in the strength of so-
cial partners in CEE. The countries of this part of Europe entered into crisis 
with the uncompleted process of institutionalization of social dialogue and in-
dustrial relations9. Reactions of  social partners to  the crisis differed and also 
different instruments were used mitigating crisis in  these countries.

2.1. InDuSTRIAL RELATIOnS In CEE: SITuATIOn bEfORE THE CRISIS

Bohle and Greskovits10 distinguished three types of  CEE capitalism, 
which can be transferred to the classification of industrial relations in this re-
gion, i.e., neoliberal, embedded neoliberal and neocorporatist model. Neoliberal 
type which occurs in  the Baltic States and Bulgaria and Romania, is  charac-
terized by a very limited role of the state, fragmentary forms of welfare state, 
strong dependence on  foreign direct investments11. However, there are inter-
nal differences in  terms of  collective bargaining and power of  union move-
ment in  this cluster. In  Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia collective agreements 
and trade union density are at their lowest level in Europe and labour orga-
nizations are rather excluded from the process of creating policy12. In contrast 
to these countries, Romania and Bulgaria have high labour mobilisation, sig-
nificantly higher collective bargaining coverage and conclude the  agreements 
widely at sectoral or industry levels.

 9 I. Palinkas, Europeanization of Social Dialogue in Central and Eastern Europe: From Accession 
to  Crisis Recovery, paper presented at the  10th ILERA Conference, 20–22 June 2013, http://
ilera-europe2013.eu/uploads/paper/attachment/302/I_Palinkas_ILERA_Paper.pdf (22.04.2016).
 10 D. Bohle, B. Greskovits, Capitalist Diversity on Europe’s Periphery, Cornell University Press, 
New York 2012.
 11 V. Glassner, Central and Eastern European Industrial Relations in  the Crisis: National 
Divergence and Path-dependent Change, “Transfer: European Review of Labour and Research”, 
Vol. 19, No. 2/2013, pp. 155–169.
 12 M. Bernaciak, Beyond the  CEE “Black Box”: Crisis and Industrial Relations in  the New EU 
Member States, “ETUI Working Paper”, No. 05/2015, p. 8.
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Visegrad countries (Hungary, Poland, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia) 
belong to embedded neoliberal model of  industrial relations. A common fea-
ture of these countries is significant position of foreign investments, the com-
bination of a flexible labour market, liberal policy, and a more generous wel-
fare state. Collective agreements are held here mainly at the  level of  the 
enterprise (except Slovakia) and trade unions are rather weak. On the  other 
hand, the  only CEE country which is  included in  the neocorporatist model 
is Slovenia. The model is  characterized by a generous welfare state, regulated 
labour market, the highest among CEE indicators of trade union density and 
collective bargaining cover age13.

Generally, the level of unionization in the CEE countries before the crisis 
was significantly lower than in  the countries of  the former EU-15. In  2007, 
none of  the CEE countries reached the  unionisation level of  35.5%, which 
was the  average for the  old EU countries that year (figure 1). Union den-
sity was higher than 30% in  only two CEE countries, i.e., in  Slovenia and 
Romania. Apart from lower levels of unionization, also the number of union 
members in  the CEE decreases faster — from about 29% in  2000 to  about 
19% in  2007. According to  the Industrial Relations in  Europe 2010 report14 

 13 European Commission, Industrial… 2012, op. cit., p. 87.
 14 European Commission, Industrial Relations in Europe 2010, Luxembourg 2011, p. 26.
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of the CEE countries reached the unionisation level of 35.5%, which was the 
average for the old EU countries that year (figure 1). Union density was higher 
than 30% in only two CEE countries, i.e., in Slovenia and Romania. Apart from 
lower levels of unionization, also the number of union members in the CEE 
decreases faster — from about 29% in 2000 to about 19% in 2007. According to 
the Industrial Relations in Europe 2010 report14 the biggest decline in the num-
ber of members between 2000 and 2008, were reported in Lithuania (about 47% 
members), Estonia and Slovakia (about 43%). The decrease in the number of 
unions in these countries resulted from ongoing transformation of economies, 
low flexibility of trade unions, and their slowly adaptation to the challenges of 
the market economy. 

 
Figure 1. Trade union density in 2007 (in %) 
Note: SE — Sweden, DK — Denmark, FI — Finland, BE — Belgium, LU — Luxembourg, RO — 
Romania, IT — Italy, IR — Ireland, SI — Slovenia, AT — Austria, UK — United Kingdom, EL — 
Greece, PT — Portugal, NL — Netherlands, BG — Bulgaria, DE — Germany, SK — Slovakia, CZ 
— Czech Republic, HU — Hungary, LV — Latvia, PL — Poland, ES — Spain, LT — Lithuania, EE 
— Estonia, FR — France. 
Source: Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Labour Studies, ICTWSS database, http://www.uva-
aias.net/208 (22.04.2016). 

 Employers’ organization rate in the CEE was also significantly lower in the 
EU-15 (except the UK and Greece). This level is calculated as the share of em-
ployees working in companies which are members of employers’ associations. 
In Austria, 100% employers’ organizations rate results from mandatory mem-
bership of employers in the Austrian Federal Economic Chamber15. Before 
2006, employers were also organised in 100% in Slovenia. In turn, Poland, 
Lithuania, Estonia, and Latvia with the index of 20–25% were at the end of the 
ranking in 2007 (figure 2). In other CEE countries this indicator ranged between 
                                                 

14 European Commission, Industrial Relations in Europe 2010, Luxembourg 2011, p. 26. 
15 G. Adam, Austria — Developments in Social Partner Organizations: Employer Organiza-

tions, http://www.eurofound.europa.eu (22.04.2016). 
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Figure 1. Trade union density in 2007 (in %)
Note: SE — Sweden, DK — Denmark, FI — Finland, BE — Belgium, LU — Luxembourg, RO — Romania, IT — Ita-

ly, IR — Ireland, SI — Slovenia, AT — Austria, UK — United Kingdom, EL — Greece, PT — Portugal, NL — 
Netherlands, BG — Bulgaria, DE — Germany, SK — Slovakia, CZ — Czech Republic, HU — Hungary, LV — 
Latvia, PL — Poland, ES — Spain, LT — Lithuania, EE — Estonia, FR — France.

Source: Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Labour Studies, ICTWSS database, http://www.uva-aias.net/208 (22.04.2016).
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the biggest decline in the number of members between 2000 and 2008, were 
reported in  Lithuania (about 47% members), Estonia and Slovakia (about 
43%). The decrease in  the number of unions in  these countries resulted from 
ongoing transformation of economies, low flexibility of trade unions, and their 
slowly adaptation to  the challenges of  the market economy.

Employers’ organization rate in  the CEE was also significantly lower 
in the EU-15 (except the UK and Greece). This level is calculated as the share 
of employees working in companies which are members of employers’ associ-
ations. In Austria, 100% employers’ organizations rate results from mandato-
ry membership of  employers in  the Austrian Federal Economic Chamber15. 
Before 2006, employers were also organised in  100% in  Slovenia. In  turn, 
Poland, Lithuania, Estonia, and Latvia with the  index of  20–25% were at 
the end of  the ranking in 2007 (figure 2). In other CEE countries this indi-
cator ranged between about 30% and 60%. Employers in CEE are less will-
ing to  join employers’ organizations because of  the politicized role of  social 
partners organizations in  the process of making public policy and weakly es-
tablished collective agreements at sectoral and national levels16. Moreover, em-
ployers’ organizations in these countries often lack the funds to properly rep-
resent the  interests of  their member firms.
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about 30% and 60%. Employers in CEE are less willing to join employers’ or-
ganizations because of the politicized role of social partners organizations in the 
process of making public policy and weakly established collective agreements 
at sectoral and national levels16. Moreover, employers’ organizations in these 
countries often lack the funds to properly represent the interests of their member 
firms. 

 
Figure 2. Employer organization rate in 2007/2008 (in %) 
Source: Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Labour Studies, op. cit. 

 Another indicator that shows a clear gap in the area of industrial relations 
between the old EU countries and the new CEE countries is collective bargain-
ing coverage and level. In CEE bargaining structures are rather weak and bar-
gaining collective rates are low. In 2007, collective bargaining covered an aver-
age of 77% of employees in the EU-15 countries, and only 41% of employees in 
the 10 new EU countries. The lowest bargaining coverage was in Lithuania 
(15%), Estonia and Latvia (25%), while in Austria, almost all employees had 
their wages and working conditions determined by collective bargaining (figure 
3). Furthermore, bargaining coverage declined in the EU-15 on average by 0.9 
percentage points between 2000 and 2008, while in the CEE this decline was on 
the average more than five percentage points17. Only in two CEE countries, i.e., 
Slovenia and Romania this index was high resulting from the level of conduct-
ing collective agreements. In the CEE countries collective bargaining in 2007 
was conducted mainly at the company level. Only Slovenia had the highest 
degree of decentralization of agreements with a dominant central or cross-
industry level. Moreover, sector or industry-level bargaining were primarily 
applied in Romania. 

                                                 
16 V. Glassner, op. cit., pp. 155–169. 
17 European Commission, Industrial… 2012, op. cit., p. 66. 
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Figure 2. Employer organization rate in 2007/2008 (in %)

Source: Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Labour Studies, op. cit.

 15 G. Adam, Austria — Developments in Social Partner Organizations: Employer Organizations, 
http://www.eurofound.europa.eu (22.04.2016).
 16 V. Glassner, op. cit., pp. 155–169.
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Another indicator that shows a  clear gap in  the area of  industrial rela-
tions between the old EU countries and the new CEE countries is collective 
bargaining coverage and level. In CEE bargaining structures are rather weak 
and bargaining collective rates are low. In  2007, collective bargaining cov-
ered an average of 77% of employees in  the EU-15 countries, and only 41% 
of employees in the 10 new EU countries. The lowest bargaining coverage was 
in  Lithuania (15%), Estonia and Latvia (25%), while in  Austria, almost all 
employees had their wages and working conditions determined by collective 
bargaining (figure 3). Furthermore, bargaining coverage declined in  the EU-
15 on average by 0.9 percentage points between 2000 and 2008, while in the 
CEE this decline was on the average more than five percentage points17. Only 
in two CEE countries, i.e., Slovenia and Romania this index was high result-
ing from the level of conducting collective agreements. In the CEE countries 
collective bargaining in  2007 was conducted mainly at the  company level. 
Only Slovenia had the highest degree of decentralization of agreements with 
a dominant central or cross-industry level. Moreover, sector or industry-level 
bargaining were primarily applied in Romania.THE IMPACT OF THE ECONOMIC CRISIS ON THE CHANGES IN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS IN THE COUNTRIES OF THE CENTRAL AND 
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Figure 3. Collective bargaining coverage in 2007/2008 (in %) 
Source: Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Labour Studies, op. cit. 

 The sector or industry levels were dominant in the former EU-15, but also 
here you could observe a progressive process of decentralisation of agreements, 
which leads to a decline in the share of employees subject to these agreements. 
Legally stipulated extension mechanisms help broadening the collective bar-
gaining coverage and cause that agreements also cover non-unionized employ-
ees. However, in the CEE countries these mechanisms were either more limited 
through various requirements or despite the fact that the extensions were legally 
possible, they were not used in practice or the mechanisms were not available at 
all18. 
 Noteworthy is also the analysis of employee representation in the CEE, 
which has undergone fundamental changes after their accession to EU. Imple-
mentation of Directive 2002/14/EC transformed the trade union representation 
normally present in these countries into a dual system (trade unions and works 
councils), or an alternative system (trade unions or works councils). The intro-
duction of works councils to companies in the CEE countries was a tangible 
sign of the convergence of industrial relations of the EU in the area of employee 
participation. It should be noted, however, that from the very start the councils 
in the new CEE countries have shown a clear participatory weakness caused, 
among others, by smaller competency powers than those of their counterparts in 
Western Europe and sceptical or even hostile initial attitude on part of trade 
unions and employers towards councils. 
 In March 2008, the European Commission adopted a communication on the 
review of the Directive’s implementation and application in the EU Member 
States. Taking into account the CEE countries, this communication document-

                                                 
18 Ibidem, p. 64. 
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Figure 3. Collective bargaining coverage in 2007/2008 (in %)

Source: Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Labour Studies, op. cit.

The sector or industry levels were dominant in the former EU-15, but al-
so here you could observe a  progressive process of  decentralisation of  agree-
ments, which leads to  a  decline in  the share of  employees subject to  these 
agreements. Legally stipulated extension mechanisms help broadening the col-

 17 European Commission, Industrial… 2012, op. cit., p. 66.
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lective bargaining coverage and cause that agreements also cover non-union-
ized employees. However, in the CEE countries these mechanisms were either 
more limited through various requirements or despite the fact that the exten-
sions were legally possible, they were not used in practice or the mechanisms 
were not available at all18.

Noteworthy is  also the  analysis of  employee representation in  the CEE, 
which has undergone fundamental changes after their accession to  EU. 
Implementation of Directive 2002/14/EC transformed the trade union repre-
sentation normally present in these countries into a dual system (trade unions 
and works councils), or an alternative system (trade unions or works councils). 
The  introduction of  works councils to  companies in  the CEE countries was 
a tangible sign of the convergence of industrial relations of the EU in the ar-
ea of employee participation. It should be noted, however, that from the very 
start the councils in  the new CEE countries have shown a clear participato-
ry weakness caused, among others, by smaller competency powers than those 
of  their counterparts in  Western Europe and sceptical or even hostile initial 
attitude on part of  trade unions and employers towards councils.

In March 2008, the  European Commission adopted a  communication 
on  the review of  the Directive’s implementation and application in  the EU 
Member States. Taking into account the CEE countries, this communication 
documented19 that most of  these countries (except Hungary and Slovakia) 
failed to  transpose the  Directive within the  required time. Bulgaria and 
Romania transposed the  Directive in  accordance with the  requirements be-
fore accession to EU, i.e., before 1 January 2007. In addition, the communica-
tion indicated the positive impact of the legislation transposing the Directive 
upon the  national system of  industrial relations in  two countries (Hungary 
and Latvia) and little impact in other countries.

2.2. CHAngES In THE STREngTH Of SOCIAL pARTnERS AnD InSTITuTIOnS  
Of  InDuSTRIAL RELATIOnS DuRIng THE CRISIS 

During the crisis the decline in trade union density slowed down, which 
coincided with two trends, i.e., the  decline in  the number of  unionized em-
ployees accelerated while total employment in  the economies in  the wake 

 18 Ibidem, p. 64.
 19 Communication from the  Commission to  the Council, the  European Parliament, the  European 
Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of  the Regions on  the review of  the application 
of Directive 2002/14/EC in the EU, Com/2008/0146 final.
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of the crisis decreased20 In the period 2008–2012/13, the decrease in the per-
centage of  employees belonging to  unions was reported in  almost all CEE 
countries (except for a  barely perceptible increase in  Romania (figure 4). 
Lithuania is an interesting case, because at the beginning of the crisis in 2009, 
union membership grew to 10.4%, and then in  the year 2012 again declined 
to 9%. Blaziene21 explains this unexpected increase in  trade union density by 
the  fact that probably workers were looking for a body being able to protect 
them from the  loss of  jobs and pay reduction. The  largest decline in  union 
membership was recorded in Romania from 35.6% in 2008 to 19.8% in 2012 
(figure 4), which mainly resulted from new Labour Code which had intro-
duced the  limitation in  formation of  trade unions organizations. According 
to Bernaciak22 also in Hungary the new Labour Code weakened the position 
of  trade unions, while granting additional rights to works councils. 
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crisis contributed to a significant decrease in the level of unionization in the 
country over the period 2008–2011. The main union confederation lost more 
than 60 thousand members in this period. 

 
Figure 4. Trade union density (in %)  
Source: Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Labour Studies, op. cit. 

 Changes in employer organization rate in CEE countries between 
2007/2008 and 2012/2013 are presented in figure 5. There are no data in the 
case of two countries (Romania and Hungary) due to difficulties with estima-
tion. The most significant change of this industrial relations’ indicator took 
place in Slovenia. Because mandatory employers’ membership in the Chambers 
of Commerce and Industry was repealed, Slovenia recorded a significant de-
crease in employers’ organizational rate from 100% in 2007 to 60% in 2013. It 
must be noted that it is still the highest rate among the new EU countries. De-
cline in employer organization rate was also recorded in Lithuania. On the other 
hand, employer organization rate increased in the analysed period in the Czech 
Republic, Latvia and barely perceptible in Slovakia. There were no any changes 
in employers’ membership in Poland and Estonia. 

                                                                                                                        
24 L. Cziria, Slovakia: Impact of the Crisis on Industrial Relations, 

http://www.eurofound.europa.eu (22.04.2016). 
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Figure 4. Trade union density (in %) 

Source: Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Labour Studies, op. cit.

Apart from Romania, significant decline in  union density (about 5 p.p.) 
was observable in  the following CEE countries: Estonia, Czech Republic 
and Slovenia. In  other countries these losses in  union membership were lit-
tle smaller (about 4 p.p. in  Slovakia and Hungary, about 3 p.p. in  Poland, 
and 2 p.p. in Latvia). In Estonia the effects of  the crisis resulted in a gener-
al decline in unionization in some sectors with high union membership (e.g., 

 20 European Commission, Industrial Relations in Europe 2014, Luxembourg 2015, p. 19.
 21 I. Blaziene, Lithuania: Impact of the Crisis on Industrial Relations, http://www.eurofound.eu-
ropa.eu (22.04.2016).
 22 M. Bernaciak, op. cit., p. 24.
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manufacturing), although the  transport sector saw an increase in  the share 
of unionized employees23. According to Cziria24 mass redundancies in Slovakia 
accompanying the  crisis contributed to  a  significant decrease in  the level 
of  unionization in  the country over the  period 2008–2011. The  main union 
confederation lost more than 60 thousand members in  this period.

Changes in  employer organization rate in  CEE countries between 
2007/2008 and 2012/2013 are presented in figure 5. There are no data in the 
case of  two countries (Romania and Hungary) due to  difficulties with esti-
mation. The most significant change of this industrial relations’ indicator took 
place in Slovenia. Because mandatory employers’ membership in the Chambers 
of Commerce and Industry was repealed, Slovenia recorded a  significant de-
crease in  employers’ organizational rate from 100% in 2007 to 60% in 2013. 
It must be noted that it  is still the  highest rate among the  new EU coun-
tries. Decline in  employer organization rate was also recorded in  Lithuania. 
On the other hand, employer organization rate increased in  the analysed pe-
riod in  the Czech Republic, Latvia and barely perceptible in Slovakia. There 
were no any changes in employers’ membership in Poland and Estonia.KATARZYNA SKORUPIŃSKA 
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Figure 5. Employer organization rate (in %)  
Source: Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Labour Studies, op. cit. 

 The crisis has strengthened the trend towards decentralization of collective 
bargaining taking place across the Union and driven by the need for greater 
flexibility and overall cost-cutting25 Among the CEE countries, Romania and 
Slovenia are outstanding examples, in the period 2007–2013, the dominant level 
of bargaining was reduced there by two grades (figure 6). In Romania, the new 
Labour Code of 2011 eliminated the cross-industry agreements, made it difficult 
to negotiate at sector level and moved the stress to company level. On the other 
hand in Slovenia, according to Stanojević and Klarič26, neocorporatist model of 
labour relations was under pressure from strong socio-economic shocks in the 
2000s (economic crisis, inclusion into the euro-zone and the second wave of 
privatization), which resulted in significant weakening of the coordinated col-
lective bargaining system. 

                                                 
25 European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, op. cit., p. 

20. 
26 M. Stanojević, M. Klarič, The impact of socio-economic shocks on social dialogue in Slo-

venia, “Transfer: European Review of Labour and Research”, Vol. 19, No. 2/2013, pp. 217–226. 
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Source: Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Labour Studies, op. cit.

The crisis has strengthened the  trend towards decentralization of  col-
lective bargaining taking place across the  Union and driven by the  need 

 23 L. Osila, M. Masso, Estonia: Impact of  the Crisis on  Industrial Relations, http://www.euro-
found.europa.eu (22.04.2016).
 24 L. Cziria, Slovakia: Impact of the Crisis on Industrial Relations, http://www.eurofound.euro-
pa.eu (22.04.2016).
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for greater flexibility and overall cost-cutting25 Among the  CEE countries, 
Romania and Slovenia are outstanding examples, in  the period 2007–2013, 
the dominant level of bargaining was reduced there by two grades (figure 6). 
In  Romania, the  new Labour Code of  2011 eliminated the  cross-industry 
agreements, made it difficult to negotiate at sector level and moved the stress 
to company level. On the other hand in Slovenia, according to Stanojević and 
Klarič26, neocorporatist model of  labour relations was under pressure from 
strong socio-economic shocks in  the 2000s (economic crisis, inclusion into 
the euro-zone and the second wave of privatization), which resulted in signif-
icant weakening of  the coordinated collective bargaining system.THE IMPACT OF THE ECONOMIC CRISIS ON THE CHANGES IN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS IN THE COUNTRIES OF THE CENTRAL AND 
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Figure 6. Dominant level of bargaining in CEE  
Note: 5 — bargaining predominantly takes place at central or cross-industry level; 4 — intermediate 
or alternating between central and industry bargaining; 3 — bargaining predominantly takes place at 
the sector or industry level; 2 — intermediate or alternating between sector or company level; 1 — 
bargaining predominantly takes place at the company level 
Source: European Commission, Industrial Relations in Europe 2014, Luxembourg 2015, p. 31. 

 Decentralization of collective bargaining involved the introduction or in-
creased use of opening clauses in order to ensure more flexibility of application 
of these agreements during the crisis (Slovenia, Bulgaria)27. On the other hand, 
new laws in Romania and Slovakia led to a reduction in extension mechanisms 
of collective bargaining, which resulted in a decrease in proportion of employ-
ees covered by these agreements. A decline in collective bargaining coverage 
was also experienced by other CEE countries (figure 7). However in Romania 
the drop in this indicator of industrial relations was the largest (from 98% in 
2007 to 35% in 2013). In the analysed period significant decline in the propor-
tion of workers covered by collective agreements was also noticed in Slovenia 
(by 29 p.p.) as well as in Slovakia and Hungary (by about 15 p.p.). Only in Po-
land, Czech Republic and Estonia these changes were not so visible. 

                                                 
27 European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, op. cit., p. 
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Decentralization of collective bargaining involved the introduction or in-
creased use of opening clauses in order to  ensure more flexibility of  applica-
tion of  these agreements during the crisis (Slovenia, Bulgaria)27. On the oth-
er hand, new laws in  Romania and Slovakia led to  a  reduction in  extension 

 25 European Foundation for the  Improvement of  Living and Working Conditions, op. cit., 
p. 20.
 26 M. Stanojević, M. Klarič, The  impact of  socio-economic shocks on  social dialogue in  Slovenia, 
“Transfer: European Review of Labour and Research”, Vol. 19, No. 2/2013, pp. 217–226.
 27 European Foundation for the  Improvement of  Living and Working Conditions, op. cit., 
p. 28.
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mechanisms of  collective bargaining, which resulted in a decrease in propor-
tion of  employees covered by these agreements. A  decline in  collective bar-
gaining coverage was also experienced by other CEE countries (figure 7). 
However in  Romania the  drop in  this indicator of  industrial relations was 
the  largest (from 98% in 2007 to  35% in 2013). In  the  analysed period sig-
nificant decline in the proportion of workers covered by collective agreements 
was also noticed in Slovenia (by 29 p.p.) as well as  in Slovakia and Hungary 
(by about 15 p.p.). Only in Poland, Czech Republic and Estonia these chang-
es were not so visible. KATARZYNA SKORUPIŃSKA 
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Figure 7. Collective bargaining coverage (in %) 
Source: Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Labour Studies, op. cit. 

 Active involvement of the social partners in the CEE countries played an 
important role in the adoption of anti-crisis measures. However, the reaction of 
the partners to the crisis in individual countries differed, which according to 
Glassner28 was a result of three main factors: the depth of the crisis, the institu-
tional set-up of industrial relations, and government decisions. Already at an 
early stage of the crisis (2009 and 2010), in several CEE countries agreements 
and pacts defining the framework for anti-crisis measures were concluded, the 
tripartite in Latvia, Estonia, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, and Lithuania, or bilat-
eral — in Poland. The main instruments designed to mitigate the crisis were: a 
public sector pay freeze and cuts, the minimum wage freeze, withdrawal of 
bonuses and premiums, short-time work, the introduction of flexible elements 
of pay, voluntary dismissals and training. 
 Trade unions in CEE supported the anti-crisis measures, hoping that the 
restrictions would be temporary. For example, in Slovakia, the social partners in 
the automotive sector introduced flexible working time accounts, while in the 
metal-working sector — agreement on short-time working. In Poland, the pro-
visions on the flexibilization of working time were included in the company 
agreements in manufacturing29. Among the Visegrad countries, the biggest im-
pact of government decisions on the shape of industrial relations during the 
crisis could be found in Hungary. The Orbán government directly performed 
tasks which in the system of better functioning collective bargaining could be 
carried out by trade unions and employers’ organizations30. Another type of 

                                                 
28 V. Glassner, op. cit., pp. 155–169. 
29 Ibidem. 
30 I. Szabó, Between polarization and statism — effects of the crisis on collective bargaining 

processes and outcomes in Hungary, “Transfer: European Review of Labour and Research”, Vol. 
19, No. 2/2013, pp. 205–215. 
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Active involvement of the social partners in the CEE countries played an 
important role in  the adoption of anti-crisis measures. However, the  reaction 
of  the partners to  the crisis in  individual countries differed, which according 
to Glassner28 was a result of three main factors: the depth of the crisis, the in-
stitutional set-up of  industrial relations, and government decisions. Already 
at an early stage of  the crisis (2009 and 2010), in  several CEE countries 
agreements and pacts defining the  framework for anti-crisis measures were 
concluded, the  tripartite in  Latvia, Estonia, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, and 
Lithuania, or bilateral — in  Poland. The  main instruments designed to  mit-
igate the  crisis were: a public sector pay freeze and cuts, the minimum wage 
freeze, withdrawal of bonuses and premiums, short-time work, the  introduc-
tion of flexible elements of pay, voluntary dismissals and training.

 28 V. Glassner, op. cit., pp. 155–169.
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Trade unions in  CEE supported the  anti-crisis measures, hoping that 
the restrictions would be temporary. For example, in Slovakia, the social part-
ners in the automotive sector introduced flexible working time accounts, while 
in the metal-working sector — agreement on short-time working. In Poland, 
the  provisions on  the flexibilization of  working time were included in  the 
company agreements in  manufacturing29. Among the  Visegrad countries, 
the  biggest impact of  government decisions on  the shape of  industrial rela-
tions during the  crisis could be found in  Hungary. The  Orbán government 
directly performed tasks which in  the system of  better functioning collec-
tive bargaining could be carried out by trade unions and employers’ organi-
zations30. Another type of  response of  trade unions to  government austeri-
ty measures was mobilizing their members to  protest actions and strikes31. 
The biggest strikes and demonstrations both in the public and private sectors 
were organized by trade unions in  the two countries of  the neoliberal model 
of  industrial relations with the  traditionally high union density and stronger 
labour mobilization, i.e., Romania and Bulgaria. 

conclUsions 

The crisis has not accelerated the convergence of industrial relations in the 
direction of  the dominant model in  the EU-15, and in  some CEE coun-
tries further weakened the  social partners and institutions of  social dialogue. 
Almost all CEE countries experienced a  decline in  trade union density and 
collective bargaining coverage. In the case of Romania and Slovenia the dom-
inant level of concluding collective agreements fell significantly. Slovenia was 
also the  country in  which a  significant decrease in  employers’ organization 
rate was recorded. New institutions of  workers representation (works coun-
cils) failed to  extend the  scope of  employee participation in  the CEE coun-
tries. As noted by Meardi32 in  terms of  industrial relations the  gap between 
the old and new EU countries has widened even more.

 29 Ibidem.
 30 I. Szabó, Between polarization and statism — effects of  the crisis on  collective bargaining pro-
cesses and outcomes in Hungary, “Transfer: European Review of Labour and Research”, Vol. 19, 
No. 2/2013, pp. 205–215.
 31 European Commission, Industrial… 2012, op. cit., p. 100.
 32 G. Meardi, Peripheral Convergence in  the Crisis? Southern and Eastern European Labour 
Markets and Industrial Relations, “Warsaw Forum of Economic Sociology”, Vol. 5, No. 1(9)/2014, 
pp. 7–27.
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Industrial relations in the CEE did not experience a qualitative reinforce-
ment as predicted earlier, before the accession of these countries to the Union. 
EU policy during the crisis supported the decentralization of agreements, de-
regulation of  labour markets, and promoted flexibility, which contributed 
to the weakening of models of industrial relations in the CEE. Most affected 
by the crisis was the neocorporatist model in which there was a strong decen-
tralizing trend, strong reduction of collective bargaining coverage, and the sig-
nificant weakening of the social partners. One of the countries with the neo-
liberal model i.e., Romania, also experienced a significant weakening of trade 
unions and institutions of collective agreements in the result of the introduc-
tion of the new Labour Code. All these changes during the crisis caused that 
the models of  industrial relations in  the CEE countries begin to  look alike.
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